Logging on to the WRPS Library Blog

IF logging on at school you must log on to your computer:

1. Put in your user name: firstname.lastname@edu
2. Put in your password: bee
3. Select ok.

Log in to your DET Portal - THERE ARE 2 WAYS TO DO THIS:

**OPTION A**

1. Open INTERNET EXPLORER
2. Type in DET PORTAL and click GOOGLE SEARCH
   Select the site: https://portal.det.nsw.edu.au/
3. It will bring up a screen where you need to enter your USERNAME (e.g. Emily.Hamilton) and PASSWORD

**OPTION B**

1. Type: student.det.nsw.edu.au into the navigation bar at the top of the page and hit ‘enter’ on the keyboard

No matter which way you log on (OPTION A or OPTION B) you should now see a screen like this:

THEN CLICK THE GREEN “I AGREE” BUTTON
Once you click BLOGED the hyperlink will open the blog page:

Click on the WRPS LIBRARY hyperlink
This will take you to the WRPS Library Blog!

HAPPY BLOGGING!